The African Road Safety Observatory is a major result of SaferAfrica project, whose aim is to enhance effective actions for road safety and traffic management.

The African Road Safety Observatory is an interactive space where African road safety needs can be highlighted, experiences shared and solutions discussed.

Here you can freely access knowledge and tools, such as statistics, reports, fact sheets, webinars and links. Crowdsourcing functions are there to collect existing issues, opinions and suggestions for improvement from experts and end-users. A reserved area is available to the members of the Dialogue Platform: international organizations representatives, policy makers, researchers and stakeholders can here discuss and co-design initiatives for improving road safety in Africa. The African Road Safety Observatory is constantly updated with contents and multimedia products developed by the SaferAfrica project.
LEARN

Want to become an expert in road safety?
Find e-learning modules for future African experts and professionals developed by SafeAfrica project, choose your training course and discuss hot issues in dedicated webinars.

EXPLORE

Looking for facts and figures on road safety?
Find reviews and trends at national, regional and continental level through graphs, tables and maps, comparing data from major national and international sources.

PARTICIPATE

Willing to improve road safety in your country?
Now you can report a road safety related problem or even propose a solution. Highlight relevant road safety needs in your country and make a proposal to address the issues at stake.

www.africanroadsafetyobservatory.org